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Preparation of this document

This document was build upon the work developed in expert groups of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) and international and national projects with input from the ICES/NCM Workshop on Technical Guidelines for Multispecies Management. The core group of experts consisted of Anna Rindorf, Jörn Schmidt, Bjarte Bogstad, Stuart Reeves and Yvonne Walther. Additional presentations at the workshop were given by Eskild Kirkegaard (DTU-Aqua) and Yimin Ye (FAO). The document was reviewed by Jeremy Collie (URI). The work was supported by the Nordic Council of Ministers (NCM) and ICES.
Introduction

1982 United Nations Convention for the Law of the Sea in Article 119, 1(a) states that Member states should:

"...take measures which are designed, on the best scientific evidence available to the States concerned, to maintain or restore population of harvested species at levels which can produce the maximum sustainable yield, as qualified by relevant environmental and economic factors, including the special requirements of developing States, and taking into account fishing patterns, the interdependence of stocks and any generally recommended international minimum standards, whether subregional, regional or global."

The FAO (2003) guidelines for an Ecosystem Based Approach to Fisheries Management follows a pledge from the World Summit on Sustainable Development to account for the complex interplay between ecosystems and fisheries. The guidelines state that the understanding and management of fisheries should explicitly take into account interactions between stocks as well as social and economic considerations. Though it is acknowledged that only human activities can be managed, their optimal management will depend on the ecosystem in which they take place. Hence, the direct and indirect impact of fisheries on the marine ecosystem and vice versa must be assessed and predicted to provide management advice in support of the Ecosystem Based Approach to Fisheries Management. This entails a move from single species to multispecies advice as the management of one component of the ecosystem will depend on that of other components.

Species and fisheries interact in numerous ways in the ecosystem. One of the most basic interactive processes is that of predators feeding on their prey. In contrast to issues such as mixed catches in fisheries which can potentially be lessened through changes in fishing practices, the interaction between predators and prey can only be affected through changing the numbers of prey and/or predator. These interactions results in trade-offs between yield or abundance of different species, and robust scientific advice must therefore be accompanied by increased communication between science and policy. This communication must include a clear definition of the responsibilities of scientists, stakeholders and policy makers to avoid policy prescribing science or science prescribing policy.
This document proposes a framework for producing multispecies management advice in an attempt to advance the international debate, and to show the benefits of applying multispecies management in the wider ICES area. In this framework, we emphasize the importance of the interface between science and policy; this includes a) the delineation of the scientific domain, b) the scoping process to develop objectives, i.e. give boundaries of the decision space and c) the communication of the advice. Additionally, an example for estimating economic trade-offs is given in annex 2.

In the European context, addressing the effect of predator-prey interactions is at the core of multispecies management advice (ICES 2012a) whereas aspects of mixed catches of several species are usually referred to as mixed fisheries advice (ICES 2012d). The suggested framework applies to both types of advice, but for simplicity the example focuses on multispecies advice in Northeast Atlantic waters. To demonstrate the direction of future work on multispecies advice, an example including technical interactions is also addressed. The framework is developed for data rich systems, but as a framework, it is generic and can be applied in both data rich and data limited contexts.

**Determining the line between the science and the policy domain**

Drawing the line between science and policy domains is a key issue when providing advice for management. This distinction should be defined by scientists, stakeholders and policy makers in common, thereby ensuring that scientific integrity is maintained and policy decisions are made by policy makers rather than scientists. The definitions of domains can be derived from workshops with a broad representation of industry representatives, NGOs, policy makers and scientists.

As an example of this, the location of the border between science and policy was discussed at two different stakeholder scoping sessions, a workshop where the majority of the participants were stakeholders from industry representatives, NGOs and Commission level managers (ICES 2012b) and a separate session where the majority of the participants were national managers (ICES/NCM workshop 2013, this report). At both sessions it was concluded that trade-offs between species should be made by policy makers based on advice from scientists. None of the group participants felt that policy makers should be obliged to follow the presented scientific trade-off options such as the maximum total tonnes
landed (trading one kg of a species landed to one kg of another species),
maximum value landed (trading one monetary unit of a species landed
value to one monetary unit of another species) or maximum rent in fish-
eries (trading one monetary unit of profit for a species landed value to
one monetary unit of profit of another species) by the letter. The trade-
offs will be particularly complicated when different nations are involved
and one is predicted to gain while other are likely to lose. However, the
expressed opinion was that this type of analysis could provide valuable
information for discussing trade-offs. Hence, it is the task of scientists to
provide the options from which policy makers choose, making the trade-
offs clear in every case. To avoid excessive numbers of options, these
should be in accordance with the stated objectives as well as consistent
with the precautionary principle.

Identifying objectives

There are many ways to identify objectives, including reviewing existing
guidance in legislation and formal scoping sessions. The former has the
advantage of often being considered by a wide range of stakeholders as
absolute and hence giving appropriate objectives for a more detailed
investigation. In contrast, the latter is likely to result in more debate and
less temporal stability as objectives reflect the latest knowledge and
political environment.

In the example chosen here, we found the reflection of the latest
knowledge to be of greater importance than stability and hence used
scoping sessions to identify objectives. The stakeholder scoping sessions
were as in the previous section, a workshop where the majority of the
participants were stakeholders from industry representatives, NGOs and
Commission level managers (ICES 2012b) and a separate session where
the majority of the participants were national managers (ICES/NCM
workshop 2013, this report).

There was agreement in the workshops that scientists should delimit
the space for sustainable exploitation within acceptable limits of impact
on the environment, and inform policy makers and managers of the sus-
tainable limits and consequences of trade-offs. The outputs of multi-
species analyses should focus on “what if?” questions such as “what will
happen if predatory fish are fished at F_{MSY}?”. Whereas the opinion in the
first workshop was that a large range of options could be presented to
policy-makers, the opinion in the second workshop was that large num-orders of options decreased clarity and a lower number was preferable.
Potential scenarios identified in the first workshop included maximising the proportion of single species MSY on average across species, eliminating unprecautionary scenarios, including some “extreme” scenarios, which maximise each species, and considering the impact of the recovery of predatory fish. The first workshop also concluded that different stakeholders are likely to have different perceptions of risk, and also be likely to have different acceptance thresholds of risk of missing the stated objectives. At the second workshop concerns were raised about the cost that might be related to the need for ecosystem and multispecies assessment and advice. It was also raised that $F_{MSY}$ reference points could be less precautionary when derived from a multispecies assessment than in single species assessments.

In some areas and within our current modelling environments, a minority of species interact in a manner that can provide policy choices (i.e. despite a large number of species included in some models, few species interacted in a manner that provided different outcomes for certain policy choices). Thus even in a complex system the policy choices might be fewer than currently perceived (see page 25 and onwards). The first workshop considered that including spatial or fleet issues in considerations could potentially blur the line between science and social advice. This concern was expressed at the second workshop regarding policy choices suggesting trade-offs between countries.

The first workshop noted that the multispecies advice will probably be communicated and discussed by EU parliamentarians. Thus care should be taken when writing the advice to ensure that it is clear and understandable to a broader range of stakeholders. Communication was also brought up as a crucial issue in the second workshop as complex information needs to be simplified and integrated into the advisory process. The need for making informed trade-offs increases the necessity of providing intelligible results for policy makers even further.

At both workshops, there was agreement that multispecies assessment and advice is clearly needed and that a major challenge of the process is the communication between science, stakeholders and decision makers. Both workshops concluded that multispecies advice should be:

- Precautionary.
- Providing yields close to MSY.
- In accordance with ecosystem constraints.
- Possible to communicate to managers and policymakers.
Multispecies advice

Once the scientific domain is clearly delineated and the most important objectives for management defined, the scene is set for multispecies advice. To enhance clarity a general format for advice for all areas is defined here, describing the essential aspects of multispecies advice.

At the heart of all multispecies advice lies knowledge about interactions between species. Hence, multispecies advice should always contain a description of the ecosystem including species interactions. Without a general understanding of the ecosystem, the effects of different management scenarios cannot be reliably evaluated. From this general description of the ecosystem, the most important interactions which affect management of fisheries should be identified. These are the aspects for which trade-offs may occur which need to be taken into account in strategic management. Advice on the important trade-offs should follow to give the necessary basis for strategic advice as well as for tactical advice. Examples of multispecies advice will be laid out in the following sections. The actual advice could easily follow this format without necessarily having the same depth of information in each ecosystem.

In summary, the suggested format for multispecies advice is:

- A description of the ecosystem including species interactions.
- An identification of the most important interactions which affect management of fisheries.
- Advice on the important trade-offs which should be considered in fisheries management.

The examples given are all from data rich systems. However, the framework can also be used in data limited areas where even vague ideas about the effects of species interactions may be useful in ensuring precautionary and optimal management. Further, the framework can be applied to mixed fisheries issues by adjusting the first section, the description of the ecosystem, with a section describing the species composition of different fisheries.

A description of the ecosystem including species interactions

All species within a given ecosystem interact either directly or indirectly. The description of these interactions is a prerequisite to understand the system and the interconnections, which will possibly influence the management of one or more species within this system. The main interaction affecting yield in systems where several trophic levels are exploited is
predation. Many commercial fish species eat other fish, and thus may consume large quantities of other commercial species. For young fish and small species, mortality due to predation is often substantially higher than fishing mortality. Several species, including cod, are also cannibalistic. The effect of predation on the various prey species has been studied for decades and hence information on interactions of these species exists for a wide range of marine ecosystems. Competition between species also occurs and is influenced by the availability of prey, which often is not manageable but still influences the managed species. All interactions depend on the temporal and spatial overlap of species. In addition to species interactions, other drivers within a given system, such as fishery or environmental drivers, may change over time. Thus a description of the ecosystem should list:

- The main actors and their interactions,
- The main environmental drivers and human pressures affecting the ecosystem, and
- How the interactions have changed over time.

**Selecting examples**

The effects of species interactions can be grouped into three categories: Mortality due to predation, food limited growth and food competition between species. Frequently, only some of the interacting species are harvested, and the strength of climate effects on the individual species and the interactions differs considerably between systems. We here present the main interactions in three areas: Baltic Sea, North Sea and Barents Sea, which together illustrate the diversity both in the form of the interactions and in how many of the interacting species are harvested. In these systems, stomach sampling and gastric evacuation rate models have been used to quantify the diet composition by predator species and size/age and multispecies models have been set up to study these interactions. These models are the basis for the results presented in the examples below.

The examples are chosen to illustrate three types of systems:

- An ecosystem where the majority of the fish biomass consisting of just a few species, which are all commercially exploited while mortality from other sources is low.
- An ecosystem where charismatic top predators exert a large influence on a variety of exploited species.
• An ecosystem where the abundance of food for commercially exploited species varies greatly due to environmental fluctuations.

As examples of these three system types, we have chosen a) the Baltic Sea, b) the North Sea and c) the Barents Sea. For these three systems, we will provide examples of issues which can be addressed under each of the three aspects: the description of the ecosystem, a definition of the most important interactions which affect management of fisheries and advice on the important trade-offs which should be considered in fisheries management, and describe why the consideration of these issues is important to management.

**The Baltic Sea – sketch of interactions**

The Baltic Sea is the largest brackish-water region in the world with most of its inhabiting species living at the margins of their distribution. It is characterized by strong horizontal salinity gradients, from the nearby marine southwestern part towards the almost fresh water northeastern part. The Baltic Sea also exhibits broad, flat coastal regions and an array of deeper basins, in which the different water bodies of fresh water at the surface and saline water in the deeper parts exhibit strong vertical gradients, preventing vertical mixing of the water bodies. In addition, biogeochemical processes in the deep basins consume the dissolved oxygen, which lead to oxygen deficiency. Only the inflow of oxygen-rich North Sea water can renew the water bodies and increase the oxygen content. These inflows have been scarce in recent decades and it is difficult to predict their frequency in a changing climate. Thus the system is strongly influenced by changes in environmental conditions.

The majority of the Baltic Sea fish biomass consists of just a few species, which are all commercially exploited: cod, sprat and herring (Figure 4.1). The fisheries on these commercial species are managed according to scientific advice and thus all components of the system are responsive to management. This is an example case of where all main species interacting are commercially exploited with important effects of climate, growth competition and strong predation interaction. All these interactions will vary with changes in climatic conditions, which may considerably affect the spatial distribution and thus the overlap between species. Competition between species is generally considered to be less important than predation and food limited growth, although there are signs of changes in weight-at-age in herring due to competition for food with the large sprat stock (Casini et al. 2006).
In the last decades, the Baltic ecosystem has experienced several important changes causing regime shifts and trophic cascades (Casini et al. 2009, Möllmann et al. 2009). The 1980s regime shift in the Baltic caused the fish community to shift from cod dominated system to a clupeid (herring and sprat) dominated system (Rudstam et al. 1994). Cod recruitment declined due to unfavourable salinity and climate condition and recruitment suffered from cannibalism and predation on eggs and early life stages from herring and sprat (Köster 2000). The declining cod stock coinciding with a decrease in temperature favoured clupeids (Casini et al. 2008). In the changed ecosystem, competition for food between sprat and herring affected their growth and condition (Casini et al. 2004). Herring showed a decrease in mean weight at age with a spatial gradient towards north where sprat was more abundant.

Figure 4.1. Interactions between the three major commercial species in the Baltic Sea

The North Sea – sketch of interactions

The North Sea is a temperate sea strongly influenced by the exchange with Atlantic water masses. Warm, salty water is transported in, leading to comparatively warm temperatures in the winter and absence of a significant ice cover. The low average depth of 50 meters allows almost complete mixing of the water column leading to a well-oxygenated water body. Thus the main climatic driver in the North Sea
is the change in water temperature. The warming in the past has already led to changes in species distribution with a general northward shift (Perry et al. 2005). Coastal areas are influenced by frontal systems, tides and river plumes, which might partly change due to changes in currents making predictions difficult.

In the North Sea, charismatic top predators form an important part of the ecosystem. There are numerous fish-eating seabird species, at least five species of marine mammals and a variety of fish-eating fish, some of which spend only part of their time in the area. The fish species can be divided into four categories: forage fish, fish which eat small fish, benthic feeding fish and fish which eat large fish (top predators). Forage fish feed on plankton in the water column and the majority of the species such as sandeel, sprat and herring are targeted directly by the fishery. Fish that eat small fish belong to a range of species including some that are targeted by fisheries (e.g. haddock and whiting), some which are only occasionally landed (such as grey gurnard and starry ray) and some which mainly occupy the North Sea in specific seasons (such as mackerel and horse mackerel). Benthic feeding fish include, e.g. flatfish, which feed on prey in or near the bottom and the majority of these fish eat only minor amounts of commercial fish species. The main predators of larger fish are large cod and saithe, which have a diet consisting mainly of fish of a wide range of species. In a complex system like this, there are numerous interactions to consider (Figure 4.2). Firstly, top predator fish exert mortality on all other fish, and maintaining high stocks of these species affects the yield of other species that can be sustainably harvested. Secondly, species like seabirds and marine mammals are not commercially exploited and hence affect the targeted commercial fish without being responsive to any management measure apart from by-catch limitation measures and effects caused by the exploitation of their prey. Thirdly, the North Sea has targeted fisheries for all the important forage fish species in the system, hence presenting possible trade-offs between forage fish fisheries and predator performance.
The Barents Sea – sketch of interactions

The Barents Sea covers the continental shelf north of the Scandinavian Peninsula. The inflow of warm Atlantic water as well as the ocean-atmosphere fluxes influence the regional ocean climate. One of the major changes influencing the biology is the ice cover. The area covered by ice reached an all-time low in recent years; thus the habitat suitable for cod has increased considerably, and cod have been observed as far north as 82°30’ N. In the Barents Sea, cod is the most important species for commercial fisheries as well as the dominant piscivorous species. Other important piscivorous predators in the system are harp seals and minke whales (Figure 4.3), which drive the natural mortality of the main commercial species cod, capelin and herring. Food abundance of Barents Sea cod varies greatly due to prey recruitment fluctuations and this influences both the growth and sexual maturation. The major prey species are capelin and herring, with capelin exhibiting marked variation over time. At the base of the food web are krill and amphipods, which are important prey for all of the mentioned fish species. Changes in their biomass are mainly related to environmental fluctuations. This system is an example case of a system with strong predation interactions, occa-
sionally strong food limitation, and some species which are exploited at a very low rate but prey on managed species (marine mammals).

*Figure 4.3. Barents Sea multispecies interactions*

Note: Cod prey on capelin, herring and young cod (cannibalism), and herring prey on capelin larvae. Cod growth and maturation may be severely affected by lack of prey.

**Identification of the most important interactions which affect management of fisheries**

Information on community and food web indicators is crucial for the evaluation of interactions and responses in a multispecies context. Indicators are used to aid management by identifying the key signals within the environment and ecosystem expected to reflect processes that significantly influence the advice. Intensive work on developing community and food-web indicators has been performed under (i) ICES/JRC guidelines for establishing ecosystem indicators used to assess Good Envi-
Ecosystem indicators defined under the EU Data Collection Framework\(^2\) (DCF), and (iii) OSPAR Ecological quality objective indicators.\(^3\)

The indicators currently used in creating multispecies advice are based on predation but can in future include other interactions. General community indicators could be:

- Natural and total mortality by age.
- Percentage of total mortality caused by natural sources.
- Proportion of large fish in community.
- Biomass by guild (for example forage fish).
- Spatial distribution pattern and area occupied.
- Condition factor or mean weight at age.

Indicators of a more general character will be applicable for most ecosystems, like e.g. species interactions as described above in the North Sea and Baltic Sea. Yet some ecoregions will have additional indicators that are important factors to consider such as described in the Baltic Sea example where salinity and climate triggered a regime shift (Möllmann et al. 2011).

Of these indicators, some are likely to be of greater importance to management than others, either because they are directly influenced by exploitation or because they have a significant impact on e.g. yield of fisheries. These indicators should be identified and their development followed in detail. The following sections describe examples of key interactions identified for the three regions.

\(^1\) COM(2010)477.
\(^2\) http://datacollection.jrc.ec.europa.eu/dcf-marine/variables
\(^3\) http://www.ospar.org/content/content.asp?menu=00690302200000_000000_000000
**Example Baltic: Food dependent growth of cod**

After inaugurating a multiannual plan in 2007 the cod stock started to show signs of recovery (The European Commission, 2007). Yet unexpected side effects developed; the spatial distribution of the cod stock had changed to be concentrated to the southern part of the Baltic (Figure 4.4) whereas the herring and sprat stock is now more concentrated in the north. The spatial differentiation in the stock has resulted in a declining individual growth rate for cod. In recent years, the proportion of cod that are in a very poor condition has increased to 15% whereas it was very low previously (Eero et al. 2012; Figure 4.5). This poor condition is confirmed by fishermen who report on emaciated cod that are not marketable. As cod is cannibalistic, less alternative prey species will also lead to an increase in the consumption of juvenile cod. In addition, the commercial fisheries compete with cod for the larger herring in the southern areas of the Baltic. Herring landings are slowly increasing from the southern area, where cod food deficiency is a problem, and as the herring stock is advised on in a single species format, the increase could lead to increased landings from areas where the cod seems to be food limited. An abrupt change in the balance of an ecosystem as the one experienced in the Baltic had severe implications for assessment and management of the stocks and eventually the reference points were revisited and reconsidered (ICES 2008). Multispecies management and an ecosystem-based approach to management would probably have provided a clearer picture of the problem.

Accounting for multispecies and spatial considerations in management could prevent further cascading effects. Looking from a single species assessment, the cod, herring and sprat stocks are currently all increasing (ICES 2013). Consequently it is not just about managing the single species components in isolation as underlying factors such as spatial predator prey overlapping may cause severe effects in a longer perspective.
Figure 4.4

Note: Panels (a–c): Spawning stock biomass (SSB) of cod, sprat and herring, including the proportion of catch (shown as sectors of SSB), by area (Subdivisions [SD]), in 2010. Panels (d–f): Predation mortality of cod, sprat, and herring, for age-groups 0–2, by area (based on average estimates for 2009–2010). Reproduced from (Eero et al. 2012).

Figure 4.5

Note: Anomalies in mean weight of cod (average of age-groups 4–7) in SD 25 (bars) compared with changes in the biomass of clupeids (sprat and herring) relative to the number of adult cod (at age 4 and older) in the same area (line). The stars show the proportion of cod stomachs containing food items (Eero et al. 2012).
Example North Sea: Effect of seals on North Sea cod

Over the past decade, a large management effort has been exerted to decrease catches of cod in order to allow the North Sea cod stock to recover to levels above precautionary reference points and to ensure management in accordance with the MSY principle. This effort resulted in a decrease in reported catch corresponding to a decrease in fishing mortality of around 50% compared to that in the year 2000. This should have resulted in a swift recovery of the cod stock to levels compatible with MSY management as the stock responded to the decrease in total mortality. However, the age composition of cod did not recover as anticipated and it was necessary to adapt the stock assessment to account for a large mortality from an unknown source affecting large cod (up to 49% in the years 2007–2010), and the resulting decrease in fishing mortality of only 30%. This unknown source of mortality was significant in all years from 2001 onwards. It was hypothesised that it was a result of increased discards or unreported landings and efforts to control these would be necessary to rebuild the cod stock.

During the same time period, the grey seal population in the North Sea increased to levels beyond what had been seen during the past 40 years. Grey seals feed predominantly on fish and are able to take large prey like two- or three-year old cod. When the consumption by marine mammals was included in the model of cod natural mortality, the unallocated mortality was no longer significant in the period from 2008–2010. Hence, the conclusion reached by some that the lack of speedy recovery of the cod stock could be blamed on discards and unreported landings could at least be questioned.

The initial lack of knowledge of the possible causes of the unallocated landings did not cause substantial differences in the implemented management of the North Sea cod stock. However, the lack of understanding about the processes behind this mortality, and the effect fisheries management might have on these, led to a situation where advice was overly optimistic about the time required to recover the cod stock as the proportion of the fish dying from natural sources was underestimated when performing the forecasts. This could lead in time to lack of trust in both management and scientists.
Figure 4.6


Example Barents sea: capelin effect on cod growth
Individual growth of cod in the Barents Sea has varied strongly over time, and suddenly dropped to a very low level in 1987–1988. The growth decline was then related to a collapse in the capelin stock, which is the main prey for cod. Subsequently, there have been two more capelin collapses with much smaller effects on cod growth, which is probably due to much higher abundance of other fish prey during these later collapses (Figure 4.7). The growth decline caused considerable problems for the cod assessment and predictions, as cod weight at age was much lower than predicted. Thus the realized fishing mortality corresponding to a given TAC became much higher than the recommended fishing mortality as more individuals had to be caught in order to obtain a given catch in biomass. The opposite happened a few years later when the cod growth increased to a very high level following the recovery of the capelin stock.
Advice on the important trade-offs which should be considered in fisheries management

The Baltic Sea provides a clear example of trade-offs affecting only three species and hence is visually simple to present, so we will examine this area in detail. As seen above, the presence of a large cod stock has effects on both prey stocks and the cod stock itself: the high stock and hence high yield is associated with decreased survival and yield of sprat and herring, and decreased growth of cod. Hence, a relatively large change in F of cod, though leading to only small changes in yield of cod, may be associated with large changes in yield of the prey species (Figure 4.8).

Solid black lines in figure 4.8 represent the median yield at the given target fishing mortality across all combinations of target F on other species. Boxes represent the range of yields derived when excluding the bottom 25% and the top 25% ranked yields. Whiskers represent the range of yields derived when excluding the bottom 5% and the top 5% ranked yields. Stars represent observations outside the range of 2sd. A wide box and whiskers implies that the yield of that species is heavily influenced by fishing pressure species other than the one depicted on the x-axis. In contrast a narrow range suggests that the yield is relatively insensitive to variations in fishing pressure on species other than that on the x-axis.
To give an example, figure 4.8 shows that the average yields at a target fishing mortality of 0.5 for cod across all precautionary combinations of target F for herring and sprat are 77,000 tons of cod, 170,000 tons of herring and 220,000 tons of sprat. The range of yields derived at the bottom 25% to top 25% range of yield (the boxes) and selecting a target fishing mortality for cod of 0.5 is 74,000 to 79,000 tons for cod, 160,000 to 185,000 tons for herring and 175,000 to 240,000 tons for sprat. The narrow range of variation for cod under cod fishing pressure (top left, box covers the median +/-3% at F=0.5) indicates that cod yield is relatively insensitive to fishing pressure on the other species. Conversely the wider variation for herring under changes in herring F (centre plot, box covers the median+/-9% at F=0.3) indicates that yield for this species is sensitive to fishing pressure on the other species.

The elements in the diagonal from the top left corner to the bottom right corner are similar to the way yield as a function of F is represented in single species advice. Hence, they represent the change in yield of the specific species that we can obtain by changing the fishing mortality on that species. Off-diagonal elements represent the effects of species interaction. For example, the change in mean yield of sprat as cod fishing mortality is increased shows the effect of the resulting lower cod stock, which then eats less sprat resulting in higher average yields of sprat.

In addition to the effect that different fishing levels may have on yield, SSB of the three stocks is also affected. To ensure precautionary management, it is important to ensure that each stock has a low probability of falling below the reference points at which recruitment is impaired. These levels are indicated in figure 4.9. It is clear that the cod biomass is on average two to three times greater than the lower limit reference point and hence the proposed F values would be precautionary. In contrast, high fishing mortalities on sprat or herring are not precautionary when the cod fishing mortality is low, as the combined effect of natural mortality and fishing mortality would then drive the stock below the upper limit reference. Therefore, if cod is fished at an F of below F_{MSY}, the F_{MSY} and yield of sprat and herring will have to be reduced accordingly.
Note: Each column represents the effect of varying target fishing mortality on all species in turn on yields of a specific species. Thus, the right-hand column depicts the yield of sprat on the y-axis under different target fishing mortalities on cod (top), herring (middle) and sprat (bottom) on the x-axis.

For ecosystems with a greater number of dominant species, the approach similar to that described above for the Baltic quickly leads to unwieldy figures as the number of important species increases. In these cases, the figures can be screened to identify the importance of different interactions and the results of this screening visualized as shown in table 4.1. In the Baltic Sea, yields of herring and sprat are strongly affected by the target F on cod and the effect of changes in predation on yield is as large as or larger than the effect of target F on herring. Hence, if cod biomass or distribution show even moderate changes, the F_{MSY}'s of herring and sprat should be updated accordingly. Similar plots for the North
Sea, though more complex, are still useful to derive an overview of which interactions need to be taken into account (table 4.2).

Figure 4.9. SSB at all combinations of fishing mortality on cod, herring and sprat in the Baltic Sea

Note: Precautionary reference points (indicating a hard limit, which the stock should always be above and a soft limit, above which the risk of falling below the hard limit is low) for cod are 63,000 t and 88,000 t, for herring 430,000 t and 600,000 t and for sprat 410,000 t and 570,000 t. Hard limits are indicated with red lines, soft limits with blue lines. The lines are not visible on the plots for cod since all values in the plot are above both limits (ICES 2013a).
Table 4.1. Importance of fishing mortality (rows) on yield (columns)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F.Yield</th>
<th>Cod</th>
<th>Herring</th>
<th>Sprat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cod</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Dark shading indicates high importance, light indicates low importance. Criteria: Dark: Median, upper and lower whiskers change, medium grey: median, upper and lower whiskers change but change is small, white: no noticeable change in median or whiskers. Black line indicates effects of species F on species yield (ICES 2013a).

Table 4.2. Importance of fishing mortality (rows) on yield (columns)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F.Yield</th>
<th>Cod</th>
<th>Whiting</th>
<th>Haddock</th>
<th>Herring</th>
<th>Sandeel</th>
<th>N. pout</th>
<th>Sprat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saithe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandeel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Pout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Dark shading indicates high importance, light indicates low importance. Criteria: Dark: Median, upper and lower whiskers change, medium grey: median, upper and lower whiskers change but change is small, light grey: upper or lower whiskers change, white: not noticeable change in median or whiskers. Black line indicates effects of species F on species yield (ICES 2012a).

Trade-offs will also have economic implications which can be evaluated with appropriate models. Figure 4.10 shows results from one such model for the three major fisheries in the Central Baltic Sea. The model used was the ecological-economic model described in annex 2, and the results illustrate that distributing the profit for the three fisheries according to the relative stability allows for exploring potential trade-offs between countries due to the marked differences in quota each country holds for the three species. A rebuilding of the cod stock for example will generally lead to an increase in profit for all countries. However the absolute gain might be very different between countries. In this example, the model does not separate the different métiers (gill nets, trawls, pots etc.), an effect which would also lead to trade-offs between different fleet-sectors within countries.
Technical guidelines for estimating MSY

Precautionary fishing mortality targets in a multispecies environment should preferably be defined using stochastic recruitment and a harvest control rule with stepwise adjustment of $F$ in relation to reference biomasses, rather than deterministic recruitment and a flat $F_{MSY}$, unless it can be demonstrated that there is no substantial difference between the results obtained by the two methods. Fishing mortalities, which are unprecautionary at low biomasses resulting from poor recruitment success rather than growth overfishing should also be avoided. Fishing mortalities, which are considered precautionary, differ depending on whether they are derived from deterministic or stochastic simulations, particularly for species with high recruitment variability.

A stepwise harvest control rule should ensure a very low or zero fishing mortality at biomasses below $B_{lim}$, a gradual increase in fishing mortality between $B_{lim}$ and the upper trigger point ($B_{MSYtrigger}$) and a constant target $F$ above $B_{MSYtrigger}$. The resulting target fishing mortalities should only be considered precautionary when the full harvest control rule is used. Stochastic recruitment should be introduced using a stock-recruitment relationship, which ensures that no recruitment occurs at a biomass of zero and with realistic variation around this relationship. The
entire time-series should be used when estimating mean weight at age and stock recruitment relationship unless there is indication that parts of the time-series are less reliable or that major, irreversible changes have occurred in the ecosystem.

Even when using a stepwise harvest control rule, some target F combinations can yield predictions whereby a substantial proportion of simulations result in biomasses of at least one species below $B_{lim}$. These combinations should also be classified as unprecautionary in a multispecies environment. Ideally, numerous stochastic simulations should be performed in order to accurately estimate the probability of falling below $B_{lim}$ for each combination of target fishing mortalities. Combinations for which this probability is greater than the specified risk level should be identified as unprecautionary.

The advice on $F_{MSY}$ in a multispecies environment should provide information on the combinations of target $F_{MSY}$ values which result in yields above a specified proportion of the maximum sustainable yield of the given species. Maximum sustainable yield of the given species should be derived only from the range of target $F$ values classified as precautionary. This should be compared to fishing mortalities derived from single species models and differences carefully evaluated.

The advice should indicate in the final output tables which $F$ target values and stock sizes are inside the historically observed range for each species. Outside this range, yield at a given target $F$ should considered to have higher uncertainty. This should ensure that it is clear in the advice when values well outside the observed historical range are predicted and hence the confidence in predicted values should be lower and the difference between models is likely to be larger.

Management considerations and trade-offs in mixed-fisheries

In the current context, the term “multispecies” is used to refer to biological interactions between fish stocks, primarily predator-prey interactions. This helps distinguish biological interactions from the term “technical interactions”, which is used to refer to the situation where different species of fish are caught together in the same gear at the same time. For this latter effect, the term “mixed-fisheries” is used. There are similarities between the two effects when it comes to management, but there are important differences too.

One area of similarity between multispecies and mixed-fishery effects is that both approaches take account of multiple fish stocks and recognise that taking management actions for one stock will also have implications
for the associated stocks. However, the underlying processes, and their susceptibility to management, are quite different. In short, technical interactions arise from human activity, i.e. how, when and where fish are fished. In principle this means that the there is a much closer link between the processes involved and management actions than is the case for the natural processes involved in biological interactions.

In a mixed-fishery, issues arise from difficulties in limiting catches of one species when it is caught together with others. In this situation, where management allows, vessels will continue fishing once their quotas for one or more species are exhausted as they still have fishing opportunities for other stocks caught in the same fishery. This leads to catches exceeding the TAC for some stocks, and to these over-quota catches having to be discarded. As the more restrictive TACs will normally apply to the stocks in the weakest condition, in effect this situation implicitly favours the exploitation of the stronger stocks ahead of the conservation of the weaker stocks. The contrasting approach involves closing all fisheries in the mixed fishery once any of the TACs is exhausted. This approach is known as weak-stock or choke-species management as it gives explicit priority to the weakest stock ahead of the exploitation of the others, and as a result it chokes-off fishing opportunities on the other stocks.

In the context of North Sea demersal fisheries, in recent years cod has been the weakest stock. Reflecting these two scenarios outlined above have been caricatured as “Sod the cod” vs. “Cod is God” (Gray et al. 2008). The same situation has also acted as the spur for scientific developments to address the management problems associated with mixed fisheries. In particular, Vinther et al. (2004) recognised that the two scenarios represented the extremes of a continuum, and that by making the priorities assigned to each species explicit it would be possible to estimate a set of mixed-fishery TACs. In principle these mixed-fishery TACs would be consistent across the different stocks to remove the problem of one TAC being exhausted before the others. They would also be set to balance the explicit priority given to each stock. In practice, the approach was not adopted and subsequent work on the issue has concentrated on a more flexible approach, which so far has been used to evaluate and advise on the implications of single species TACs given that they will be taken in a mixed-fisheries context (Ulrich et al. 2011, ICES 2012d).

At present, most North Sea demersal stocks are subject to multiannual management plans. These are based on single stock advice, which has the side-effect of limiting the possibility of accounting for mixed-fishery effects in TAC-setting. However, the likely implementation
of a discard ban for EU fisheries will lead to pressure to address the mismatch between catches and fishing opportunities that can occur in mixed-fisheries. In principle, this could be addressed both through managing catches (e.g. through technical measures) and through fishing opportunities (i.e. setting TACs that are more consistent across stocks). In practice however, the implementation of such approaches will require extensive discussion, which will need to involve explicit consideration of the trade-offs between conservation and exploitation. Given the need to achieve long-term management objectives such as MSY, there will also be a need to take a multi-annual approach to management.

A side-effect of addressing technical interactions is that it typically involves explicit accounting for the fishing fleets and the gears in use. This makes transparent the point that the human pressures on fishing stocks arise from the accumulated actions of individual fishing vessels fishing with different gears in different areas. This has implications for the estimation of $F_{MSY}$ for a given stock, as although it is largely a biological parameter, reflecting the productivity of the stock, $F_{MSY}$ is also based on an assumed exploitation pattern. This reflects the extent to which fish of different age or size classes feature in the catches, and thus results from fishing activity. The exploitation pattern assumed in estimating $F_{MSY}$ is typically based on what has recently been observed in the fishery, which gives it some grounding in reality. However, it also follows that it may be possible, in principle, to obtain a higher MSY with a different exploitation pattern, a point which could influence determination of $F_{MSY}$ targets. Similarly, it also follows that the exploitation pattern, and thus also the theoretical $F_{MSY}$, is likely to change with time as vessel activity changes in response to e.g. fishing opportunities and legislative pressures.

Communication and form of advice

The issue of management advice in a multispecies context can be usefully addressed by using existing single species advice as a starting point. For most European stocks the advice is intended to support TAC management so the management action to be taken will be the setting of an annual TAC. Thus, while the ICES advice is much more comprehensive than just the TAC advice, it is this section which is of most immediate interest to managers. The TAC advice is typically presented in the form of a catch option table which presents possible TACs for the following year along with their basis, and their implications in terms of fishing mortality, SSB at the end of the year etc. Typically, there will also be additional information included
to assist the choice of options. For instance, options may be presented which are consistent with achieving objectives such as MSY on a defined timescale, or avoiding falling outside of precautionary reference points. Where a multi-annual management plan is in place, the catch option(s) resulting from that will also be indicated.

When the basic principles of the single species catch-option table are extended to a multispecies system the situation gets complex. Even in a relatively simple three-species complex such as the Baltic, when the species are considered together not only does the potential number of catch options increase multiplicatively, but a single catch option would need to include possible TACs for all three stocks and their implications for the other stocks. This volume of information would remove the simplicity that makes the catch-option table a useful approach in the single stock case. This indicates that it may not be desirable to consider the three species together in the advice. Instead, it may be more appropriate to continue to present short term advice in a single-stock format, but to ensure that the multi-species interactions have been considered together with stakeholders at an earlier stage of the process.

Once the complexities of biological interactions in an ecosystem are acknowledged, it becomes apparent that it may not be straightforward to achieve the desired objectives for all exploited species on the same timescale. This dictates a multi-annual approach to long term management where objectives are decided on in advance and then actions are taken over multiple years in order to achieve them. The objectives and the management actions would normally be laid out in a multi-annual management plan. If such an approach were taken, then the multi-species interactions could be explicitly accounted for during the development of the management plan, rather than as part of the annual advice cycle.

Given the trade-offs involved, the development of a multispecies management plan would need to involve a process of discussion and interaction between scientists and other interested parties. This process would involve clear presentation of scientific data and results in order to identify candidate objectives, harvest rules and other components of management. It is at this stage that clear presentation of results, preferably graphically, would be required. The graphs on page 27–30 provide useful examples of this presentation.

While it is clear that the advice should be based on the best available science, complexity of science does not necessarily imply a need for complex advice. For communication and understanding by stakeholders and the wider public there are advantages to keeping advice as simple as possible. The current single species advice is relatively simple in form.
and there would be advantages of continuity in retaining this form. However, the possibility of keeping this format might depend on the nature of the management plan, and in particular any harvest control rules, that were developed.

It is important to distinguish between multispecies advice and a multispecies harvest control rule. Under a conventional, single-species harvest control rule, the catch of species A to be taken in a given year would be determined only by the state of stock of species A during the preceding year. In contrast, under a multispecies harvest rule, the harvest of species A in a given year might be determined not only by the state of species A in the preceding year and also by the state of species B and C. It is quite possible that extensive multi-species analysis could lead to a set of single-species harvest rules for species A, B and C provided that the analysis had shown that these rules would achieve the required objectives when tested against the best understanding of the multispecies interactions between these species. This distinction between multispecies advice and multispecies harvest rules is important for the form of any advice and also for any wider discussion of what is understood by the term multispecies management.

To avoid excessive numbers of options, these should be in accordance with the stated objectives as well as consistent with the precautionary principle.

Applying the framework in other ecosystems

The framework presented here is generic and should be useful in a wide range of areas. In a data limited situation, the description of the ecosystem should provide at least an indication of where effects of fishing one species on other species (prey or predators) are likely to be important. If knowledge exists on the likely relationships between species, this can be used to tentatively identify the most important interactions and finally, once these are identified, the likely trade-offs can be addressed. The fact that the trade-offs will be estimated in less data demanding ways should not mean that no multispecies advice can be given. Rather, advice should be given on likely effects highlighting the places where more information would be needed to quantify effects. Simply ignoring these predator prey interactions can lead to unprecautionary situations for both predators and prey. It is however difficult to show the usefulness of a generic framework without showing examples, and therefore it is suggested to apply this framework to one or more data poor situations and
compare the advice stemming from single stock assessments to the resulting multispecies advice.
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Sammenfatning

Annex 1 Workshop Summary

The ICES/NCM workshop on multispecies management took place in Copenhagen at the Carlsberg Academy on 27 February 2013. Aim of the workshop was to present and discuss a broad range of multispecies issues to be included in a guidance document to an audience of scientists, NGOs and managers. Seven presentations were given on:

- Do we need multispecies advice? (Eskild Kirkegaard).
- Setting objectives – a manager’s perspective (Stuart Reeves).
- Development of Integrated Assessments in ICES – tactical and strategic connections to multispecies management (Yvonne Walther).
- Trade-offs in multispecies (ecosystem) settings (Jörn Schmidt).
- The possible form of multispecies advice (Anna Rindorf).
- Multispecies management issues in Nordic areas outside the EU (Bjarte Bogstad).
- Experience in Multispecies Fisheries Outside the Northeast Atlantic (Yimin Ye).

The presentations were well received and stimulated a rich discussion about multispecies management. All attendees agreed on the need to take species interactions into account in advice and management. In particular, recent examples like the Eastern Baltic Cod stock show that predator-prey relationships must be considered explicitly. It was also realised that trade-offs are now explicit and the decision space probably larger than assumed in single species advice. Some concerns were raised about the cost that might be related to a system in which more data seems to be needed for assessment and advice. This led to the question on how much data is needed to move from a single species to a multi-species management system. How long will the transition take? Emphasis was also put on the determination of reference points and on the form of the advice. Reference points seem less precautionary in a multispecies assessment then in the single species assessment. This should be clearly described and explained. Communication between science and stakeholders seem even more crucial. How can the even more complex
information be simplified and integrated into the advice process? Multi-
species assessment seems to be more accurate, but at the same time still
less precise and more uncertain as single species assessment. How
should this be dealt with? It seems to be accepted that there will be no
point estimates, although the decision makers would like to have a
choice between just a few point estimates. This again calls for a better
communication in the whole process.

Overall the discussions favoured multispecies assessment and advice
and the major challenge of the process seem to be the communication
between science, stakeholders and decision makers and especially the
format of the advice given.
Annex 2 Economic trade-offs

Multispecies trade-offs for management are already obvious, just taking stock sizes into account. However adding economic considerations might emphasize the need to make explicit management decisions. Here an example from a relatively simple system is given. In the Central Baltic Sea the major commercial species are cod, sprat and herring. The main interaction is the predation of cod on sprat and herring. Thus a larger cod stock might lead to smaller sprat and herring stock and vice versa. There are also some feedback interactions, which possibly strengthen the negative feedback of cod and clupeids, mainly the predation of clupeids on cod eggs. In this example the only interaction taken into account is predation of cod. The economic part in the example consists of costs of fishing and the market price of the species. Herring and sprat are schooling fish and thus the cost of fishing is relatively independent on the stock size. Cod is more dispersed and thus the cost of fishing increases when the stock decreases. The economic parameters for the model were derived from empirical data, derived from the Annual Economic Report of the Joint Research Centre of the EU (STECF, 2011). For age-specific prices, we use the European reference prices, which are the lowest prices at which imports of cod of specific weight classes, sprat or herring into the European Union are allowed (EC 1999, 2009). The individual models were developed for Central Baltic herring, sprat and Eastern Baltic cod. They are all age-structured (8 age-classes) models to meet the standard assessment models used in ICES. The stock-recruitment function for cod and herring is a basic Ricker equation, whereas for sprat we applied a Beverton/Holt type S/R relationship. The only species interaction included at the moment is the predation of cod on herring and sprat. The equations were derived using output from the SMS model.

The stock-recruitment function as well as the predation estimates are derived using historic data and thus not necessarily capture the observed possible recent change in the Eastern Baltic cod stock. Therefore the results might not reflect quantitatively the short-term development, but show in a qualitative way the long-term development.
The objective functions maximize the present value of profits for all species combined. We included a weighing factor for the objective functions to be able to scale the importance of one species up or down if wanted. The weighting scheme in the objective function offers the possibility to calculate the actual costs of side conditions (as deviation from maximum profit), e.g. maintaining clupeid stocks above a limit biomass, or of maintaining a certain amount of profit in the single fisheries.

The following graph shows the results of SSB (Figure A1A) and profit (Figure A1B) in the steady state (approximately year 30 of the simulation) for different weighing of cod compared to the clupeids. The line at 1.0 depicts the coupled optimum with equal weight on all species, i.e. the overall optimum. Increasing the weight of cod does not lead to large changes, due to the fact that cod has already a high weight in the model due to its larger market price. Decreasing the weight on cod leads to a strong decrease in optimal cod SSB and therefore profit while concurrently leading to an increase in sprat and herring through a release of predation pressure. The reason for giving more weight to the sprat stock might be to ensure a certain lower biomass of sprat, e.g. for sustaining harbour porpoises or grey seals. The effect on cod biomass, herring biomass and the combined profit is shown in Figure A2.
Figure A1

Note: (A) Steady state spawning stock biomass (SSB) and (B) profit for cod, sprat and herring in the Central Baltic Sea. A weighing of 1.0 depicts the scenario with maximum combined profit (modified after Voss et al. 2013).
Figure A2. Costs of increasing the sprat stock size

Note: Changes in cod SSB, herring SSB and combined profit if the sprat SSB should be increased (modified after Voss et al. 2013).
The report describes a framework that can be used to identify the most important trade-offs in ecosystem based fisheries management. The framework contains a description of how to identify the border between the science and policy domains, how to identify objectives and set goals for management, and how to communicate the management advice. Consultations with stakeholders showed that multi-species management advice needs to be precautionary, provide yields close to MSY, be in accordance with ecosystem constraints and be possible to communicate clearly to managers and policymakers. The use of the framework is demonstrated through examples from three different ecosystems: the Baltic Sea, the North Sea and the Barents Sea.